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espite tremendous advances in communicaD
tion systems that reduce spatial barriers
to interaction, much research demonstrates the
continuing relevance of geography in modern societies. People and organizations remain situated
in distinct places characterized by local cultures
and laws, site-specific resource constraints, and localized information flows (Fischer 1992; Freeman
and Audia 2006; Marquis and Battilana 2009).
Both people and organizations continue to cluster
in space (Marshall 1920; Porter 1990; Krugman
1991), and their likelihood of interacting increases
with proximity (Festinger, Schacter, and Back
1950; Hannan and Freeman 1989). Consequently,
when starting new organizations, entrepreneurs
typically obtain resources from the communities
where they reside (Sorenson and Audia 2000).
Research on organizations and geography is
limited, however, by its overwhelming focus on
modern research sites where communication systems are well developed and, therefore, spatial
barriers to communication are low (for exceptions, see Pred [1973, 1980] and Marquis [2003])
We know far less about how changes over time
in the speed, reliability, or cost of communica-
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tion alter organizational interactions across space
Many scholars argue that such advances reduce
the “friction of distance” (Janelle 1969) and so
reduce geographic constraints on interaction (e.g.,
McLuhan 1962; Janelle 1968; Pred 1973, 1980;
Kern 1983; Giddens 1990; Friedland and Boden
1994).
As spatial barriers to communication fall, social, economic, and political interactions expand
in physical space, creating communities and markets that span continents and oceans—increasingly
homogenous “global villages” and “world economies” (McLuhan 1962; Janelle 1969; Sassen 2012)
Indeed, communication systems like the post office and Internet are often developed specifically
to connect geographically distant individuals and
organizations (John 1995; Hafner and Lyon 1996)
These developments free actors from the constraints of their particular locations and weaken
influences of both place (location) and space (distance) on organizations (Marquis 2003) In sum,
this argument implies that as spatial barriers to
interaction diminish the geographic scope of competition expands, so that organizations compete
over greater distances.
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In analyzing how developments in communication systems alter the geographic scope of
competition, we focus on organizational foundings because geographic influences are particularly strong at startup. It is widely acknowledged
that the geographic distribution of new ventures
is especially sensitive to the spatial distribution
of established organizations (Sorenson and Audia
2000). But how this relationship changes as spatial barriers to competition fall remains an open
question.
In this article, we study the development of
the first modern communication system, the U.S.
post office (Starr 2004), which was designed to
forge bonds among the states (Rich 1924; Kielbowicz 1989; John 1995). Our analysis runs from
1790, when the postal system was in its infancy,
to 1860, when it was well developed. Because
they depended greatly on the postal system for
distribution, we study magazine-publishing ventures. Like other media, magazines have been
touted as modernizing forces that propelled a
shift toward translocal communities, which depend heavily on media like magazines to bind
members together (Eisenstein 1979; Anderson
1991; Thompson 1995; Starr 2004).
To ground our analysis in context, we first
detail the intertwined histories of the American
postal system and magazine industry. We then
build on research in sociology, economics, history,
and geography to inform expectations about how
postal development affected magazine foundings.
After detailing our research design, we discuss
the empirical results.

The U.S. Postal System and
Magazine Industry, 1790 to
1860
Development of the U.S. Postal
System
At the end of the Revolution, the postal system
was rudimentary, slow, and expensive. Only a
few miles of routes connected a handful of coastal
towns, capacity was limited, and transit was frustratingly slow. Political elites viewed the post
office as a tool for creating a national community
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that would transcend state boundaries, so they
worked to improve the postal system (Kielbowicz
1989; John 1995; Starr 2004). In 1787, the Continental Congress enshrined the post office in the
Constitution. In 1794, Congress established the
post office as a permanent arm of the state and
mandated system expansion. The postal system
grew rapidly, from 75 offices and almost 2,000
miles of roads in 1790 to 4,500 offices and more
than 70,000 miles of roads in 1825. The postal
network was virtually complete by the late 1820s
(John 1995), although the federal government continued to expand it to cover the nation’s growing
landmass. By 1860, the postal system boasted
almost 30,000 offices and 240,000 miles of roads.
Postal system development also involved several improvements in transportation speed and reliability. Before 1825, prompt delivery of the mail
was impossible. Dirt roads turned to mud in the
winter and spring, slowing travel to less than two
miles per hour. Starting in the 1820s, the federal
government funded “macadamized” roads that
used stones crushed together to make a tough,
above-ground surface that allowed water to run
off the sides (Ringwalt 1888; Taylor 1951). In the
1830s, the addition of tar and pitch as sealants
to create tarmac made roads smoother and more
durable. Travel speed also improved as stagecoaches eclipsed horseback over land routes between 1790 and 1830. Steamboat mail delivery on
riverways began in 1813, making upstream travel
increasingly fast, cheap, and reliable. Canals
were built in two spurts, 1815 to 1834 and 1836
to 1854, facilitating trans-Appalachian travel. Finally, railroad construction started in 1826 and
took off after 1848; by 1860, more than 30,000
miles of tracks had been laid, making railroads
the preeminent means of mail transport.
Postage rates also declined substantially over
time. The 1794 Postal Act set very low rates
for newspapers and much higher rates for magazines and letters: for carriage less than 500 miles,
rates were 1.5 pence for newspapers, 8 pence for
magazines, and 25 pence for letters (Kielbowicz
1989:122). Postage rates for magazines remained
fairly constant until 1845, when they dropped to
5.5 cents, then to 4 cents in 1851 and 1.5 cents
in 1852.
In sum, between 1790 and 1860, the federal
government created an extensive, reliable, fast,
and affordable communication postal system.
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Geography and
Entrepreneurship

Evolution of the Magazine Industry
The magazine industry is an excellent research
site for examining the impact of communication
system development on entrepreneurial activity
because magazines depend heavily on postal distribution. Historians of magazines (Mott 1930–
38; Tebbel and Zuckerman 1991) and the post
office (Kielbowicz 1989; John 1995) agree that
the expansion of the postal system between 1790
and 1860 benefited magazines. As one historian
explained, “each new mail route . . . enlarged
opportunities for publishers or groups in faraway
cities to project their messages onto new audiences” (Kielbowicz 1989:5).
Postal development enabled magazine industry expansion, not the other way around, which
facilitates causal inference. Congress authorized
post roads and offices, and within the executive
branch the postmaster general authorized funding
for them. Although establishing post roads and
offices was a form of congressional pork, pressure
on Congress came primarily from constituents
who sought improved delivery of goods and letters, not magazines (Rich 1924; Larson 1987; Kielbowicz 1989; John 1995). Magazine publishers’
influence on Congress was virtually nil because
magazines constituted only a tiny portion of the
mail (Rich 1924; Kielbowicz 1989; John 1995).
Not until the 1850s was the magazine industry
able to secure significant rate reductions (Kielbowicz 1989:121–39).
After the first magazines were published in
1741, the magazine industry grew very slowly:
only 23 were founded before the end of the Revolution. Magazine foundings accelerated after
peace was restored, and the number of magazines
in print rose from 12 in 1790 to 208 in 1825. The
quarter-century after 1825—the first golden age
of magazines (Mott 1930; Tebbel and Zuckerman
1991)—saw 2,679 magazine foundings and more
than 700 magazines in print by 1850. The industry continued to grow until the Civil War; by
1860, almost 1,000 magazines were in print.
The industry expanded geographically along
with the nation and the postal system. Magazines
were first published along the eastern seaboard,
mostly in the Northeast. In the decades after
the Revolution, magazines spread throughout the
South and along the western frontier. By the
1850s, magazines appeared in every state and
several sparsely settled territories.
sociological science | www.sociologicalscience.com

The terms place and space, which are central
to geographical analysis, have many meanings.
Geographers conceive of place as a physical territory the boundaries of which are determined by
politics or topography; as a social setting where
interactions occur and are constituted by informal
groups or formal institutions; or as a constellation
of meanings, identities, values, and attachments
to a locality (Agnew 1987). Space is considered
a territory or field that contains many places; a
distance, measured in terms of time, effort, or
money, to travel from one locality to another;
or a web of cultural, economic, or political ties
between localities (Hillier and Hanson 1984).
Following common practice in sociology (Gieryn
2000; Logan 2012), we define space as the physical distance between people and organizations
in some focal site and those in other sites, which
determines how much the physical features, demography, networks, and culture of those other
sites affect people and organizations in the focal
site. We define place as location, meaning a site’s
physical features, human and organizational demography, networks, and culture. We restrict our
usage to these meanings to develop precise predictions about the relationship between communication systems development and entrepreneurship We distinguish between local entrepreneurs,
organizations, resources, and customers (those
situated in the focal place) and nonlocal ones
(those situated in other places), and we measure
the physical distance (space) between places
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Importance of Place and Space for
Entrepreneurship
Local organizations and local foundings. Spatial theories of markets imply that connections
to place have important implications for new
organizations. Demand is rooted in place because customers often economize on search costs
by patronizing nearby organizations (Eaton and
Lipsey 1982; Stahl 1982). Flows of personnel
and industry-specific tacit knowledge, strength in
numbers for political mobilization, and sustained
attention from customers all become concentrated
around locations with many organizations (Krugman 1991; Hannan and Freeman 1989; Saxenian
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1994; Audia and Rider 2010). Additionally, organizational legitimacy depends on the existence of
other similar, geographically proximate organizations: the more organizations in a location that
are similar to a focal organization, the more local customers, resource providers, and regulatory
authorities will view the focal organization as a
reasonable way to achieve valued goals (Hannan
and Freeman 1989).
Entrepreneurs tend to found organizations
where they already reside for both personal and
pragmatic reasons (Katan and Morgan 1952; Mueller and Morgan 1962; Sorenson and Audia 2000).
Personally, entrepreneurs prefer not to uproot
their families and leave their friends. Pragmatically, their access to resources and customers
tends to be concentrated around their place of residence, and people do not readily relocate for jobs
(Dahl and Sorenson 2010); information networks
concentrate in space (Krugman 1991; Sorenson
and Audia 2000); and transporting equipment,
raw materials, and other physical inputs is costly.
Existing organizations play an important role
in the founding of new ones because entrepreneurs
often start new ventures after working in local
organizations in the same or related industries;
their new ventures apply tacit knowledge acquired
in local organizations and tap local information
and resource networks (Freeman 1986). Even
when entrepreneurs move to new locations to
start organizations, the spatial distribution of organizations matters: the presence of many other
similar organizations signals available resources
and informs expectations of new venture success (Appold 2005; Suire and Vincente 2009).1
Places with many organizations of a particular
form appear to be viable locations for new ventures (Hannan and Freeman 1989), so the spatial
distribution of existing organizations strongly influences the spatial distribution of organizational
founding. Therefore, prior work informs our baseline expectation that the founding rate in any
location will increase with the number of similar
organizations in that location (Sorenson and Audia 2000; Audia, Freeman, and Reynolds 2006).
Competition over resources and customers,
which deters foundings, is also more intense among

more geographically proximate organizations. Although competition increases with the number
of organizations in a locality, in an industry’s
early years, competitive effects are dominated by
legitimation effects (Hannan and Freeman 1989).
Because our analysis spans the early years of
the magazine industry’s history, we expect the
positive effects of localized knowledge spillovers,
resource pools, and legitimation to outweigh the
negative effects of competition, but we also test
for negative effects of competition.
Nonlocal organizations and local foundings.
Founding rates in any location are also sensitive to organizations in other locations. If their
current location is sparsely populated—an indicator of scarce resources and thus poor conditions for founding—entrepreneurs are likely to
move to densely populated locations, because
density indicates resource abundance and thus
good conditions for founding. Dense, nearby locations are seen as especially attractive destinations
for founder migration (Appold 2005; Suire and
Vincente 2009). Thus dense clusters of organizations located near a focal location will draw
entrepreneurs away from that location, attenuating founding rates there (Lomi and Larsen 1996).
On the basis of previous research, our second
baseline expectation is that the founding rate
in any location will decline with the number of
similar organizations in other nearby locations
(Sorenson and Audia 2000). In other words, the
greater the spatial proximity of industry incumbents beyond a focal location’s boundaries, the
lower the founding rate in that location.2

1 Such expectations may not, of course, be fulfilled:
new ventures in locations with dense agglomerations of
organizations have higher failure rates than those in sparse
locations (Sorenson and Audia 2000).
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Advances in Communication
Systems Alter the Geography of
Entrepreneurship
Spatial theories of entrepreneurial activity yield
baseline expectations for the geography of found2 Previous research found positive effects of the number
of nonlocal organizations on local founding rates (e.g.,
Hannan et al. 1995; Bigelow et al. 1997). However,
these studies treated all organizations outside a focal
location, both near and far, as equally competitive, which
obscures limits on the geographic scope of competition.
Temporal shifts in the geography of competition—the
focus of our analysis—are best observed when spatial
effects are explicitly theorized and measured. Therefore,
following Sorenson and Audia (2000), we treat competition
as a function of distance between locations.
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ing, but our primary interest is how geographic
influences on founding evolve with advances in
communication systems Research in geography
has shown that advances in communication systems reduce spatial barriers to interaction: they
“shrink” space and expand the geographic scope
of interactions among people and organizations
(Janelle 1968, 1969; Pred 1973, 1980). Such advances attenuate the impact of space: the distance between new ventures, on one hand, and
resources, customers, and competitors, on the
other, matters less. It becomes easier for entrepreneurs in any location to acquire resources
from distant locations, for example, magazine
contents, and it becomes easier for customers to
discover and purchase goods produced far from
their local communities, for example, magazines
published in distant locations. But as spatial
barriers to interaction decrease, it also becomes
easier for organizations in other locations to compete for customers and other resources in the
focal location. We therefore predict that the
negative relationship between founding rates in
any location and the number of similar organizations in other nearby locations will strengthen as
communication systems develop.
Advances in communication systems not only
heighten competition between local and nonlocal
organizations but also make entrepreneurs less
dependent on their local communities for customers and inputs. This happens because local
entrepreneurs can more easily reach customers in
and acquire inputs from more distant locations.
Accordingly, the actual or perceived benefits to
entrepreneurs of locating their ventures in places
with dense clusters of local organizations diminish.
We therefore predict that the positive relationship
between founding rates in any location and the
number of similar organizations in that location
will weaken as communication systems develop.
In sum, we propose that founding rates in a
focal location are higher the more organizations
are located there and lower the more organizations are located in other nearby locations. We
further propose that as communication systems
develop, local organizations exert weaker positive effects on founding rates and nonlocal organizations exert stronger negative effects. In
short, advances in communication systems attenuate the influence of both space and place
(i.e., distance and location) on entrepreneurship
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by expanding the geographic scope of competition.

Research Design
We test these predictions by analyzing data on the
American postal system and magazine industry
from 1790 to 1860. Our analysis begins in 1790
because that is the first year in which reliable
data on many variables are available. It ends
in 1860, the year before the Civil War. Only 75
post offices and 49 magazines were founded before
1790, so our analysis covers over 99 percent of
antebellum postal development and antebellum
magazine foundings. In the following, we define
our geographic unit of analysis, explain our data
sources and theoretical measures, and describe
our analytical methods.

Geographic Unit of Analysis
In sociological analysis, the concepts of place and
space are flexible with regard to scale (Gieryn
2000). Previous research on organizational geography has defined location at several levels of
analysis: city or town, county, multicounty labormarket area, state, multistate region, or nation
(see Marquis and Battilana [2009] for a review).
In this analysis, we define location at the state
level for three reasons. First and most important, states were distinct communities in this era
and had ultimate authority over most matters
of importance to ordinary people (Brown 1976;
Wiebe 1984; Anderson 1991). Second, previous
research demonstrates strong competitive effects
at the state level and weaker influences at the city
level (Carroll and Wade 1991; Swaminathan and
Wiedenmayer 1991), indicating that many organizations compete across larger geographic regions
than municipalities. That is certainly true for
the magazines we study: many circulated beyond
a single community, even at the beginning of
our study period. Among magazines founded between 1790 and 1820, when the postal system was
not fully developed, over half of magazines whose
geographic scope of distribution we know were
sold in multiple states. Third, it was extremely
difficult to locate serially and cross-sectionally
reliable state-level data on this time period; it
would be virtually impossible to assemble data
on smaller geographic units. If the municipality,
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rather than the state, bounded competitive dynamics in this time period, then using the state
as the unit of analysis will yield conservative tests
of our hypotheses because doing so will ignore
any competitive effects of magazines published
outside the focal municipality but inside the focal
state.
In the antebellum era, new states were carved
out of existing ones (e.g., Maine from Massachusetts in 1820), created from territories as they
were populated by whites (e.g., Tennessee in
1796), entered the Union when the federal government purchased land from colonial powers (e.g.,
Louisiana in 1803), or created when new territories were ceded by treaty (e.g., California in 1848).
To allow consistent comparisons of each place over
time, we used state boundaries as of 1860. That
means, for instance, that magazines published
before 1820 in the parts of Massachusetts that
became Maine were coded as being published in
Maine.

Distance scaled number of magazines
P Mjt
outside stateit =
Dij
j6=i

Data Sources and Measures
Data on magazines came from a list encompassing
virtually every magazine published in America
from colonial times to the Civil War (Haveman
2004, 2013).
Dependent variable: Magazine foundings. This
is the number of magazines founded in each state
(or city) each year. Our analysis excluded 1.2 percent of magazine foundings (58 of 4,989) for which
we could not identify the state of publication
Independent variables: Local and nonlocal
magazines. To account for the influences of local
magazines, we counted the number of magazines
published in each state each year. Because this
variable was highly skewed, we added 1 and logtransformed it We also experimented with linear
and quadratic terms for number of magazines.
We found an inverted-U-shaped effect, but the
peak of this effect was above the 98th percentile
of state-year observations, indicating that for the
vast majority of states and years, the effect increased at a decreasing rate—only in the industry
core near the end of our study period did we see
evidence of competitive crowding This pattern of
results convinced us that using the logged count
was appropriate.
To capture the effects of nonlocal magazines,
we constructed a distance-scaled count of magasociological science | www.sociologicalscience.com

zines outside the focal state each year. Scaling
by physical distance takes into account persistent
costs of interacting across space, which means
that interactions between in-state (local) and
out-of-state (nonlocal) magazines diminish with
out-of-state magazines’ distance from the focal
state Scaling by distance from the focal state
also accounts for spillovers from nearby states
into the focal state. To compute this variable,
we first identified the latitude and longitude of
the municipality in each state where the largest
number of magazines were published during our
study period (e.g., Philadelphia for Pennsylvania, Cincinnati for Ohio, Charleston for South
Carolina). Using spherical geometry (for details,
see Sorenson and Audia [2000]), we then computed the distance in miles between each state’s
magazine center. Then, for each state i in each
year t, we computed the distance-scaled count of
out-of-state magazines as follows:
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where Mjt is the number of magazines in any
state j (other than the focal state i) in year t and
Dij is the distance in miles between the magazine
centers of the focal state i and the other state
j. We summed this distance-scaled count over
all states other than the focal state.3 States
located near the industry centers, which were
the largest agglomerations of magazines, scored
highest on this variable. For example, in every
year, Delaware and Connecticut scored higher on
this variable than Georgia and Indiana because
the former were closer to the industry centers
than the latter.
For a robustness check, we created a national,
distance-scaled count of magazines: the number
of in-state (local) magazines plus the number of
out-of-state (nonlocal) magazines. Each magazine in the focal state was given a weight of 1,
and each magazine in other states was given a
weight inversely proportional to its distance from
the focal state This variable varies across states
in any given year.4
3 Scaling out-of-state magazine counts by distance
did not produce a highly skewed variable, so it was not
necessary to log-transform this variable, as we did with
the in-state variable.
4 This variable was not highly skewed, so it was not
necessary to log-transform it.
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Independent variables: The postal system. We data. State populations increased continuously,
counted the number of U.S. post offices each so this interpolation is a reasonable approximayear, using data from Miles (1855) and Daniel tion. We counted miles of post roads in the focal
(1941). This variable is constant across states state, using data from the Annual Reports of the
within any given year. For a robustness check, Post Master General, and scaled this variable by
we calculated the number of post offices in each state landmass in square miles. We controlled for
state each year. We obtained state-level data the postage rate charged for magazines (in cents),
from Annual Reports of the Post Master General based on histories of the post office (Kielbowicz
to the House of Representatives. Reports were 1989; John 1995). We used a commodity-price
not available for all years; we used reports for index (McCusker 2001) to correct for inflation
33 out of the 70 years in our study period and and express the rate in constant (1860) dollars.
generated annual state-level data using linear
We controlled for each state’s literacy rate, to
interpolation. The number of post offices in each account for demand net of state population. Relistate increased continually, so this interpolation able data on literacy are not available before 1840
is a reasonable approximation. We then created (Soltow and Stevens 1981), so we proxied literacy
two annual counts: the number of post offices rates by measuring the growth of two important
in the focal state and the number of post offices antebellum educational institutions: colleges and
outside the focal state. Both counts vary across Sunday schools. We obtained annual state-level
states within any given year.5
counts of college foundings from Marshall (1995)
Interaction terms. We tested predictions about and computed state-level counts of cumulative
how the impact of local organizations on founding college foundings and colleges in operation. We
rates changes as communication systems develop developed state-level counts of Sunday schools
by interacting the number of magazines in the from statistics that Boylan (1988) extracted from
focal state with the number of US (or state) post the American Sunday School Union censuses of
offices. Similarly, we tested predictions about how 1832 and 1875.6 These variables were highly corthe impact of nonlocal organizations on founding related, so we combined them by conducting a
rates changes as communication systems develop principal components factor analysis. We used
by interacting the distance-scaled counts of mag- an orthogonal varimax rotation and obtained a
azines outside the focal state with the number of two-factor solution; we used the predicted valUS (or out-of-state) post offices.
ues of the largest factor, which we labeled state
Control variables. We controlled for other fac- literacy.
tors that reflected variation in states’ natural attractiveness to magazine entrepreneurs, starting Model Specification and Estimation
with the lagged dependent variable, the number
of foundings in the focal state in the previous year; We used panel data on states. The start of each
this specification is more flexible than modeling state’s time series depended on two events: it
a change score because it does not constrain the must have achieved statehood and it must have
effect of the lagged dependent variable to unity. experienced at least one magazine founding. We
We controlled for state population, measured in
6 We developed this count in three stages. First, we
millions. We obtained decennial census data on created a start date for each state’s time series. If histostate-level population (U.S. Bureau of the Census rians (Boylan 1988; Zboray 1993) indicated the precise
2001) and interpolated linearly to create annual year the first Sunday school was founded in a state, we
5

The ideal measure of advances in communication
systems would also capture reductions in travel time because of advances in transportation infrastructure (roads,
canals, steamships, and railroads). But precise, timevarying data on point-to-point travel times are simply
unavailable for the vast majority of locations. Post offices
were built in combination with transportation infrastructure, so post office counts capture much of this variance.
And as explained later, we control for post roads in each
state, which captures more of this variance.
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used that year. For other states, we estimated the start
date on the basis of white settlement patterns. This is
reasonable because Sunday schools preceded churches in
most frontier settlements (Boylan 1988:34). Second, we
extrapolated backward from data for 1832 to each state’s
start date using an exponential growth function to match
the growth of Sunday schools: the national count almost
doubled from 2,321 in 1826 to 4,258 in 1832. Third, we
interpolated from 1832 to 1875. Because literacy rates
increased with population (Soltow and Stevens 1981), we
based our interpolation on the rate of state population
growth.
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excluded all state-year observations from the year
1815 because the US postmaster general barred
magazines from the mail for much of that year.
We lagged all explanatory variables by one year
to ensure temporal priority and increase our confidence that we captured the correct direction
of causal processes. Our data set contains 1,580
state-year observations, but our use of lagged explanatory variables and exclusion of observations
from 1815 reduced our sample to 1,529 observations
The dependent variable is a discrete event
tracked over time, so we used event-count methods. Because this dependent variable exhibited
significant overdispersion, we estimated negativebinomial models. To control for the impact of unobserved and unmeasurable state-specific, timeinvariant factors (e.g., topology), we estimated
conditional fixed effects models that group observations by state. To avoid confounding the
main effects of our key independent variable (the
number of post offices) with other factors that increased over time, we included temporal fixed
effects—first for decade, then for year. This
approach enables us to check the robustness of
our results to progressively aggressive approaches
to controlling for omitted variables common to
decades or years.

Results
Table 1 reports descriptive statistics for all variables, whereas Table 2 presents results. Model
1 of Table 2 includes only control variables plus
state fixed effects; subsequent models add explanatory variables. Within each state, founding
rates increased as more roads were developed, as
the state’s population increased, and as the US
postal system expanded These effects are generally consistent across models.
Model 2 shows that, as expected, magazine
founding rates increased with the number of magazines published in the focal state and decreased
with the number of magazines published in nearby
states. These results reveal the benefits of local
(in-state) magazines but also competitive pressures from dense clusters of nearby nonlocal (outof-state) magazines Model 3 includes the interactions of both magazine counts with the count
of US post offices. The positive effect of in-state
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magazines on the magazine founding rate decreased as the postal system expanded: there is
a significant positive main effect of the number
of in-state magazines and a significant negative
interaction between that variable and the number of US post offices. This indicates that the
benefits of dense clusters of magazines within
the focal state diminished with postal system
expansion. In addition, the negative effect of
magazines in nearby states on the founding rate
increased as the postal system expanded: there
is a negative (but no longer significant) main effect of the distance-scaled number of out-of-state
magazines and a significant negative interaction
between that variable and the number of US post
offices. This indicates that the competitive effect of nearby magazines outside the focal state
increased with postal system expansion.
Model 4 tests the robustness of these results
to the inclusion of unreported decade fixed effects
to account for the fact that the number of both
magazines and post offices increased over time.
This modeling strategy restricts our empirical
tests to accounting for within-decade variance in
postal expansion. The parameters of interest are
robust to including decade fixed effects, as the
main effects of in-state and out-of-state magazine
counts and their interactions with the count of
US post offices are in the same direction as in
model 3, of the same magnitudes, and at the same
levels of statistical significance. This increases
our confidence in the findings from model 3.
Decade fixed effects do not account for temporal changes common to all states in a given
year. Therefore, model 5 replaces decade fixed
effects with unreported year fixed effects. We
dropped the magazine postage rate and the main
effect of the number of US post offices because
they vary only over time, so the year fixed effects
absorb their influences. We can, however, retain
the interaction terms because both in-state and
out-of-state magazine counts vary across states
each year. In model 5 the coefficients of interest remain robust to the inclusion of year fixed
effects, although the coefficient on interaction between the count of out-of-state magazines and US
post offices becomes only marginally significant
(p<0.09). This set of results further increases our
confidence in the findings of model 3.
Our next robustness check involves assessing
whether in-state and out-of-state postal expan-
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6.12
0.54
0.11
0.83
41.50
8.11
4.37
78.60
1.31
1.69

1.00
0.78
0.38
0.66
−0.07
0.21
0.71
0.17
0.72
0.15

1
1.00
0.28
0.88
−0.10
0.36
0.92
0.32
0.75
0.16

2

Note: This table is based on 1,529 state-year observations from 1790 to 1860.

1 All foundings
3.31
2 State population (millions)
0.58
3 Roads per square mile
0.16
4 State literacy factor
−0.13
5 Magazine postage rate
13.20
6 Number of U.S. post offices (1000s)
10.20
7 Number of in-state post offices (100s)
3.71
8 Number of out-of-state post offices (100s)
97.90
9 ln (number of magazines in state)
1.75
10 Magazines outside state, distance−weighted 1.58

Mean St. Dev.

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics for Variables in Founding Rate Analyses

1.00
0.39
−0.17
0.40
0.35
0.40
0.54
0.67

3

1.00
−0.13
0.58
0.91
0.54
0.73
0.31

4

1.00
−0.23
−0.15
−0.23
−0.17
−0.15

5

1.00
0.57
1.00
0.45
0.60

6

1.00
0.53
0.74
0.29

7

1.00
0.42
0.60

8

1.00
−0.29

9

1.00

10
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Note: ∗ p < 0.05 † p < 0.01 two-tailed tests.
All covariates are lagged one year.

N (states)
State fixed effects
Decade fixed effects
Year fixed effects
Log likelihood
Wald χ2 (df)

Constant

Out-of-State Magazines × Out-of-state post offices

In-State Magazines × In-State Post Offices

Out-of-state post offices (100s)

Out-of-State Magazines × U.S. Post Offices
In-state post offices (100s)

In-State Magazines × U.S. Post Offices

ln (number of magazines in state)
Magazines outside state, distance−weighted

Magazine postage rate
1000s of U.S. post offices

State literacy factor

State roads per square mile

State population (millions)

Number of foundings in the state in the prior year

0.002
(0.004)
0.146
(0.102)
2.798†
(0.385)
−0.132∗
(0.057)
−0.001
0.006
(0.007)
0.579†
−0.137†
(0.033)

(2)
0.005
(0.003)
0.791†
(0.120)
1.499†
(0.413)
−0.139∗
(0.057)
−0.001
0.117†
(0.012)
0.488†
−0.035
(0.057)
−0.024†
(0.003)
−0.011†

(3)
0.004
(0.003)
0.771†
(0.125)
1.581†
(0.459)
−0.129∗
(0.060)
−0.002
0.112†
(0.015)
0.433†
−0.113
(0.078)
−0.023†
(0.003)
−0.009†

(4)

0.299†
−0.189
(0.097)
−0.023†
(0.003)
−0.006

0.002
(0.004)
0.748†
(0.128)
1.322†
(0.468)
−0.102
(0.062)

(5)

−0.041
(0.022)
0.000
(0.011)

0.219†
−0.319†
(0.047)

0.000
(0.004)
0.334∗
(0.140)
2.002†
(0.462)
0.076
(0.067)

(6)

−0.219∗
(0.098)

0.014†
(0.004)
1.395†
(0.186)
1.922†
(0.465)
−0.024
(0.070)

(7)

0.116†
(0.028)
−0.001
(0.011)
−0.046†
(0.005)
0.000
(0.000)
0.693†
0.425†
0.367
0.877
4.664†
3.133
2.747
(0.181)
(0.214)
(0.285)
(0.450)
(0.675)
(3.155)
(3.120)
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
-2,425.1 -2,338.1
-2,282.7
-2.275.6
-2,245.3
-2,277.8
-2,248.6
942.6 (6) 1,157.8 (8) 1,240.0 (10) 1,267.0 (16) 1,383.7 (75) 1,313.7 (74) 1,362.3 (76)

0.013†
(0.004)
0.292†
(0.112)
4.524†
(0.328)
−0.106
(0.062)
−0.002∗
0.013†
(0.005)

(1)

Table 2: Conditional Fixed-Effects Negative-Binomial Regressions of Magazine Founding Counts by State-Year
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USPS
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Multiplier of rate
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4

2
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4

5

ln (magazines in state)
Figure 1a: The effect of in-state magazines on founding rates.
sion have different effects on magazine founding
rates. We do this by disaggregating the number
of US post offices into the number of in-state and
out-of-state post offices. This allows us to include
both year fixed effects and the main effects of
postal expansion because both in-state and outof-state post office counts vary across states each
year. Model 6 includes the main effects of instate and out-of-state post offices, whereas model
7 includes interactions between each post office
count with the corresponding magazine count (instate or out-of-state). As these models show, the
competitive effects of postal expansion on magazine founding rates are primarily attributable to
in-state postal expansion.
To assess how much postal expansion alters
the effects of local and nonlocal organizations on
founding rates, we computed the multiplier of the
baseline founding rate as a function of the logged
number of in-state magazines and the distancescaled number of out-of-state magazines (both
variables at their means) for three different levels
of US postal system development: the mean numsociological science | www.sociologicalscience.com

ber of US post offices, the mean plus 1 standard
deviation, and the mean minus 1 standard deviation. These effects use coefficients from model
4 of Table 2 because we need a coefficient for
the post office main effect to compute multipliers.
These multipliers are charted in Figure 1a (for instate magazines) and Figure 1b (for out-of-state
magazines).
In Figure 1a, at the mean logged number of
in-state magazines (1.75) and the mean number
of US post offices, the multiplier of the base rate
is 1.46. A 1-standard-deviation increase in the
number of post offices decreases the multiplier to
1.05 (a decrease of almost 30 percent), whereas
a 1-standard-deviation decrease in the number
of post offices increases the multiplier to 2.02
(an increase of almost 40 percent). In Figure 1b,
at the mean distance-scaled number of out-ofstate magazines (1.58) and the mean number of
US post offices, the multiplier of the base rate
is 0.72. A 1-standard-deviation decrease in the
number of post offices decreases the multiplier
to 0.65 (a decrease of 10 percent), whereas a
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mean USPS

USPS

USPS

1.2
1.0

Multiplier of rate

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

0

1
2
3
4
# of magazines outside of state, weighted by distance

5

Figure 1b: The effect of out-of-state magazines on founding rates.
1-standard-deviation increase in the number of
post offices increases the multiplier to 0.81 (an
increase of 13 percent). Thus, while the expansion
of the post office substantially attenuated the
beneficial effect of local magazines on subsequent
local foundings, it only slightly accentuated the
competitive effect of nonlocal magazines. This
suggests that magazines in any focal location
gained far more from being able to reach readers
in ever-more-distant locations than they lost from
other magazines published in those ever-moredistant locations reaching readers in their own
location.
One possible concern with these results is that
they might be driven by the increasing physical
scale of our units of analysis: the thirteen original
states were much smaller than states formed later.
Such increases in physical scale complicate any
analysis of geography. To assess this possibility,
we reestimated model 4 from Table 2 using data
on just the 13 original states. The results for
these states, which are not shown here to save
space, are almost identical to the results for the
sociological science | www.sociologicalscience.com
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entire United States, which suggests that our
findings are robust to increases in the physical
scale of the units studied.

Discussion and Conclusion
In this study, we examined the impact of evolving
communication systems on the geographic scope
of competition and, specifically, on organizational
founding rates. The development of communication systems brings distant actors closer to each
other and so attenuates the relevance of space
and erodes the distinctiveness of place (McLuhan
1962; Janelle 1968; Pred 1973, 1980; Kern 1983;
Giddens 1990; Friedland and Boden 1994) This
suggests that as communication systems develop
new ventures increasingly compete against evermore-distant organizations.
We tested these predictions by analyzing the
earliest modern communication system, the U.S.
postal system, from 1790 to 1860 and foundings
of magazine-publishing ventures. We found that
April 2014 | Volume 1
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as the postal system developed, positive spillovers
from local organizations (the logged number of
magazines published in the focal state) decreased,
while competition from nearby nonlocal organizations (the number of magazines published outside
the focal state, scaled by their distance from the
focal state) increased. This pair of findings supports the argument that lowered spatial barriers
to interaction subject organizations to greater
competitive influences of distant organizations
and reduce the beneficial influences of nearby
organizations.

Scope Conditions
Our analysis is subject to two scope conditions.
First, although the organizations we studied were
overwhelmingly single-unit organizations (only a
few publishing concerns produced multiple magazines in this era), our results should generalize to multiunit organizations—but they should
apply more to organizations headquartered in
the focal location than to those headquartered
elsewhere for two reasons. First, locally headquartered multiunit organizations draw on more
local resources than do remotely headquartered
ones (Chandler 1977; Galaskiewicz 1979; Audia
and Rider 2010). Second, managers of locally
headquartered multiunit organizations are more
likely to have careers that unfold in the focal
locality than those of remotely headquartered
ones; therefore, the managers of locally headquartered multiunit organizations are more deeply
embedded in their locality than those of remotely
headquartered ones (Molotch 1976; Galaskiewicz
1979; Friedland and Palmer 1984).
Second, our arguments apply only to organizations that produce offerings that can be transported and consumed across space. Empirically,
this means all manufacturing firms but only a
subset of service firms. Manufactured goods are
physical objects that can be stored and moved
across space, whereas only a few kinds of services can be stored and transported across space—
most notably, those involving information that
is stored, physically or electronically, and transported across space using telecommunication systems.
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Future Research
Although scholars clearly distinguish space (distance) and place (location), our study focused
almost exclusively on entrepreneurship’s relationship to space. Future research might build on our
study by investigating how diminishing spatial
barriers to competition influence the relationship
between entrepreneurship and place. On one
hand, place of production might become less relevant as offerings are increasingly produced in one
place and consumed in another, and as offerings
produced in more and more places enter consumers’ choice sets. On the other hand, place of
production might become an increasingly viable
basis for competitive differentiation if consumers
increasingly demand offerings with local connections (Giddens 1990). It might also be the case
that as consumers evaluate offerings produced
in more and more places, place of production
becomes more salient.
Scholars could also build on our findings by examining more recent advances in communication
systems. Perhaps the most obvious extension is
to investigate how the Internet has reshaped the
geography of news media organizations. The answer to this question is not at all clear. Although
the Internet offers news media wider, effectively
global, influence, there has also been a surge in
localistic Internet sites that have replaced localistic print media. For instance, after the Seattle
Post-Intelligencer shifted to online delivery only,
its readership increased, even though its editorial
staff shrunk by 75 percent (Kafka 2009).
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